Zest Dental Solutions Launches ENCOMPASS All Inclusive LOCATOR Overdenture Solution
Digitally powered overdenture treatment designed to reduce patient visits by 50 percent
Carlsbad, CA – (October 1, 2021) – Zest Dental Solutions, the only manufacturer of the Zest
LOCATOR® Family of Abutment Systems, including the Zest LOCATOR Overdenture Implant System,
and provider of clinician-trusted dental materials and small equipment, announces the release of
ENCOMPASS™, an all-inclusive, digitally powered overdenture treatment solution, through a
partnership with Absolute Dental Services. Driven by precision and efficiency, ENCOMPASS can
reduce patients visits by 50 percent, while providing them with customized, high-quality
overdentures.
Each ENCOMPASS bundle box includes an Absolute NavaGation™ Pilot Guide and treatment plan;
two, four, or six all-in-one Zest LOCATOR Implants and Abutments with processing pack; a premium
Absolute Forever Denture™; CHAIRSIDE Attachment Processing Material; Denture Removal Tool;
CHAIRSIDE Rubber Finishing and Tapered Carbide Burs; Fixation; and a Denture ID microchip. The
end result is a comprehensive solution focused on precision and efficiency that is unlike anything
else in the industry.
“ENCOMPASS is a game-changer,” said Tom Stratton, Zest Dental Solutions CEO. “Zest is focused on
exceptional products that deliver proven and predictable results. We’ve really captured that
approach with ENCOMPASS and housed it all in a single box. The clinician now has everything at
their fingertips to confidently treat overdenture patients, and they can do it faster and with greater
precision, cutting visits in half. These time and cost savings can be passed along to patients and
used to drive practice growth.”
Cloud-based, digital workflow delivers enhanced case planning and efficiency for the clinician,
streamlining the entire process to help reduce patient visits by as much as 50 percent, thereby
freeing up valuable chairtime and creating an overall better patient experience. The ENCOMPASS
Pilot Surgical Guide further adds to this precision and consistency, allowing the clinician to maintain
the correct depth and placement for optimum overdenture support and patient comfort.
Each ENCOMPASS box also includes a Lucitone 3D Carbon Printed, Absolute Forever Denture. This
3D, custom-printed overdenture is three times stronger than the minimum ISO strength standard
for a denture. Created on a Carbon® M2 printer, each overdenture is the perfect combination of
precision, strength, and aesthetics. The ability to customize the tissue portion with five different
shades of pink adds to the realistic outcome and patient satisfaction. Zest is excited to be partnering
with Absolute Dental Services which was the 2019 NADL Lab of the Year and has been in business
for 26 years with four US locations.
“Absolute Dental Services is excited to be partnering with Zest,” said Conrad Rensburg, Absolute
Dental Services owner. “Our commitment to dental lab precision, consistency and efficiency meshes
perfectly with Zest and its commitment to excellence and leadership in the overdenture space. This
collaboration has given way to ENCOMPASS, an end-to-end laboratory enabled overdenture
solution that promises to deliver patients with best-in-class, customized Absolute overdenture.”

The precision overdentures are then confidently held in place with two, four, or six genuine
LOCATOR abutments and implants. The progressive diameter design, self-tapping tip and
RBM-treated surface allows the clinician to place Zest implants with confidence in both standard
and narrow ridges (available in 2.4, 2.9, 3.5, 3.9, 4.4, and 4.9 mm). When paired with LOCATOR
abutments, an unmatched clinical combination is born, one which is globally trusted and universally
accepted.
To learn more about how Encompass can help you exceed patient expectations and grow your
practice, call 855-868-LODI (5634) or visit www.zestdent.com/encompass.
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